
Nonfiction Reader Challenge @ Book’d Out (2021)

How to link a review (Linky Tools)

Access the Nonfiction Reader Challenge Linky from the 2021 Nonfiction Reader Challenge
page, and scroll down to find:

Click on CLICK HERE TO ENTER your link and view this Linky Tools List.

This will open the Linky List.

https://bookdout.wordpress.com/2021-nonfiction-reader-challenge/
https://bookdout.wordpress.com/2021-nonfiction-reader-challenge/


Scroll down the links to the bottom of the page and select the text

You are next...Click here to enter

Fill in the requested information





1.Link it to

Link it to: a blog post

You need a direct link to your post. No matter who your host is (Wordpress/Blogger/Weebly
etc) click on the title of your blog post so that the post opens in its own window, then copy
the address in the browser.



Paste the address into the Link it to: field

Link it to: a Goodreads review

Open the book page in a browser window at Goodreads, and then click on My Activity



This will open a new browser window. Copy the address in the browser bar.



Paste the address into the Link it to: field



2. Caption or title

Once your link is entered, enter a caption or title.You only have 45 characters.

I prefer to use my ‘name’ Shelleyrae @ Book’d Out and include the category in brackets
eg (HOBBIES) Generally the title of the book is not required as it's visible in the image
thumbnail, but you can include it if you wish.

3. Name and Email

There is no need to enter your name or email in this section, you can leave them blank, but
you may add them if you wish.



4. Adding an image

This is pretty self explanatory.
Select either Let me crop my own image or Auto crop my image.
My preference is for Let me crop my own image

Then choose from the three options for an image source.
Choose Get an image from the web page link you entered above in #1 if your post
includes a cover image.
Choose Use an image from a file on your computer, if you have the cover image on your
harddrive/ device
Choose Use a generic Linky Tools icon for your thumbnail, if you can't be bothered with
adding a custom image.

My preference is to choose a file (book cover) on my computer.
Firstly make sure the book cover is saved to your computer. I find it easiest to save the cover
from Goodreads.
Click From File
This will open a new window



Click Upload File (note the file size limit), and browse to its location on your hard drive.
Select the image and confirm your selection.

The image will be uploaded. A green upload bar will show progress.

When the file has finished uploading…

If you selected Auto crop my image, the page will reload and be back at the Linky Tools
page. Your image and link should be the last tile (tiles are ordered oldest to newest)

If you selected Let me crop my own image, a new page opens where you can manipulate
a square to crop the image. Select Click here to crop your image



The page will reload and be back at the Linky Tools page. Your image and link should be the
last tile (tiles are ordered oldest to newest)


